
5.1 INTRODUCTION

During the decade of the 1990s, substantial interest has grown in photoad-
dressed polymer materials. These systems are characterized by their capability
of reversible reorientation and/or photochemical transformations under the
action of UV or visible light, followed by corresponding change in such opti-
cal properties as birefringence, transparency, or color. Therefore, they are
widely investigated as optical data storage and photorecording media, coat-
ings for contactless surface controlling, NLO active materials, and so on.1,2,3

Among these photosensitive polymer materials, foremost are the systems
containing dichroic azobenzene moieties either as low molar mass compo-
nents or as fragments of the macromolecule itself. The key physical process
involved is the repetitive E/Z-isomerization of azobenzene groups, as shown
next.
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In this process, the trans-to-cis transformation is induced by UV light illumi-
nation, whereas the backward conversion at ambient temperature occurs
spontaneously but can be accelerated by increasing the temperature or by
illumination with yellow light.

The E/Z-isomerization process is characterized by angular-dependent
excitation and leads, therefore, to the photoselection of a preferred azobezene
dye orientation. In other words, the dichroic dye units choose an orientation
where the electronic transition moment is perpendicular to the light electric
vector. It promotes, in turn, the cooperative reorientation of neighboring 
moieties, which include other fragments of the macromolecule, such as the
main chain or photochemically inactive comonomer units, and low molar
mass additives. Thus, a macroscopic orientation of the sample arises, and it
remains long after the illumination is stopped and all the dye moieties return
to the thermodynamically equilibratory E-state.

To date, various possibilities for incorporating an azobenzene dye into a
polymer system have been suggested and tested. First, solid dispersions of 
low molar mass azo dyes in amorphous polymers were studied.4–8 Then, the
amorphous copolymers containing chemically bound azobenzene fragments
were thoroughly investigated.9–16 Many attempts at combining the photo-
chromism of azobenzene systems with liquid crystallinity have also been per-
formed, probably because of the prominent role of liquid crystals in modern
display technology. In the simplest way, azobenzene dye can be dissolved in
an LC polymer matrix.17–19 In addition, with polymer-stabilized liquid 
crystals (PSLCs), one can introduce orientation into a low molar mass liquid
crystal through azobenzene-containing polymer networks,20,21 while other
authors, in an opposite manner, use LC polymer networks and low molar
mass azo dyes.22,23 Optical and electro-optical switching in polymer-dispersed
liquid crystals (PDLCs) with azobenzene molecules has been reported as
well.24,25 It is worth noting as well of that Wu et al. have performed systematic
studies on contactless photoalignment of liquid crystals by thin surface layers
of azodye polymers.26–28

The most intensively developed materials, however, are the azobenzene-
containing side chain LC polymers, which show a unique combination of 
liquid crystallinity and photochromic behavior in a single macromolecule,
whereas copolymerization of comonomers with different functionality allows
fine tuning of phase behavior, photo-optical properties, and other parameters
to the requirements of a particular application. Starting from the first publi-
cations of Eich et al.,29–32 work in that area has been done by several research
groups.33–42 As compared with amorphous polymers, the liquid crystalline
systems possess an initial preorientation, which should be overcome during
the photo-orientation process. Generally, the higher the degree of mesogenic
group ordering, the lower the values of the photoinduced birefringence,
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because the orientational order in the LC state restricts the reorientation of
the mesogenic side chains. That disadvantage can be easily overridden, how-
ever, by preliminary misalignment of the LC order using irradiation with non-
polarized or circularly polarized UV light. On the other hand, higher ordering
of the mesogenic and dye groups in the mesophase leads to higher glass 
temperatures and, potentially, to enhanced stability of the recorded data or
images. Moreover, the competition between the thermodynamic equilibrium
LC structure and the photo-optically induced one might result in a number of
advanced and sophisticated photorecording techniques, as we will show later
in this chapter.

There have also been reports on the preparation of polar materials by a
photo-electro-poling technique that combines the optically induced
quadrupolar depletion of chromophores in the direction of the light electric
vector with an additional field-induced orientation of dipolar chro-
mophores.43–45 The latter allows the preparation of “cold electrets,” which
are interesting for non-linear optical applications, such as optical harmonic
generation, wave mixing, etc.3

Among the known LC phases used for photoaddressed polymer applica-
tions, chiral systems attract particular interest due to such features as 
selective reflection of light, circular polarization of the propagating/reflected
light, and ferroelectricity. Thus, for example, Bobrovsky et al. have reported
recently on the controlled change of a helical pitch and, hence, of a color of
cholesteric photochromic copolymers,46 and dual photoaddressing using light
of different wavelengths in terpolymers containing both azobenzene and 
benzylidene-p-menthanone photochromic moieties.47 Moreover, the photo-
induced chromophore reorientation was shown to unwind totally the helical
structure of cholesteric oligomers and polymers.48

We should note here that most of the publications consider the photo-
orientation process and the birefringence it introduces to be the only effect of
the light illumination onto dichroic LC polymers. Nevertheless, the elongated
E-form and the bent Z-form of the same azo dye molecule generally should
reveal quite different phase behaviors: The former favors formation of LC
phases, but the latter can hardly accommodate to the mesophase. Hence, the
illumination should affect substantially mesophase properties and phase tran-
sitions of dichroic LC polymers. Eich, Wendorff, Reck and Ringsdoff’s early
paper29 discusses a large shift—up to 10 K—of the clearing point in a nematic
azo dye copolymer under illumination. It is no surprise, therefore, that the
UV illumination within the temperature gap between the clearing points of
completely-trans and completely-cis isomers, i.e., isotropization temperatures
in darkness and under illumination, causes the (isothermal) clearing transi-
tion, as reported by Hayashi et al.49 for a high-ordered smectic phase of an
azo dye polyacrylate. In that case, the temperature variation of the photo-
induced phase transition does not exceed 6 K. However, Ikeda et al.50 report
an isothermal photoinduced N-Iso phase transition of photochromic side
chain poly(meth)acrylates within a much broader temperature range (from
130°C down to the room temperature), including the region below Tg. The
backward transition to the nematic state occurs thermally in darkness, taking
some seconds close to the clearing point but much longer at lower tempera-
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tures, with an activation energy of about 105 kJ/mol. That I–N transition 
can be accelerated, however, by illumination with visible light (λ > 420 nm),
cis-to-trans transformation being the rate-determining step of the transition
process. According to Ikeda et al,50 the presence of electron-donating and 
-accepting groups in p,p′-positions of the azobenzene core increases the rate
of the I–N transition, thus shortening the response time (good for switching
applications) but reducing the stability (a disadvantage for photorecording
applications).

It should be also mentioned that the conventional appearance of liquid
crystals as a polydomain texture results in remarkable light scattering by the
domain boundaries. Special efforts should be taken to produce large trans-
parent (monodomain) samples of LC polymers, including shear flow, film
stretching, thermal training, external electric or magnetic fields, etc. Such 
orientation procedures show poor reproducibility, however; they require time
and sophisticated equipment. For that reason, it is usual that only thin films
of azo dye LC polymers, in which the scattering can be neglected, are investi-
gated as photochromic polymer materials. Among those are Longmuir-
Blodgett films consisting of several molecular layers,38–42,53–55 0.05 to
0.5-µm-thick spin-coated films,56–58 and 1 to 5-µm-thick cast films.26–28,59

For all these reasons, our recent discovery of chiral side chain polymers,
which appear visually amorphous and optically isotropic but possess some
hidden LC ordering, is of particular interest. The structure of that “isotropic
smectic” (IsoSm*) phase is not completely determined yet; nevertheless, it
was successfully used for the creation of novel azo dye copolymer materials
that combine spontaneous transparency with mesomorphic (micro)structure,
which incorporates photosensitive moieties. In the next section, we consider
the structure and properties of the IsoSm* phase of chiral dichroic copolymers
and discuss its application to two types of photorecording. One is related to
the photoinduced birefringence in polymer films (holographic grating record-
ing), whereas the other is based on the possibility of governing mesomorphic
phase transitions in such polymers by light illumination (the light-controlled
phase transition—LCPT—recording). Also, we will report an application of
such films for contactless orientation of conventional (nematic) liquid 
crystals.

5.2 AMORPHOUS, OPTICALLY ISOTROPIC MESOPHASE OF CHIRAL SIDE-CHAIN
POLYMERS WITH A HIDDEN LAYER STRUCTURE—THE “ISOTROPIC SMECTIC” PHASE

In 1991, Bata et al. reported an unusual phase behavior of a chiral side chain
polymethacrylate, P8*M.60
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This showed a single-phase transition with remarkable hysteresis: at 64°C on
heating but at 44°C on cooling. The transition was detected by various exper-
imental techniques including DSC, (see Figure 5.1A), X ray, and broadline
NMR.60,61

As seen in Figure 5.1B, the polymer forms a layered structure below the
transition point, showing a well developed system of SAXS peaks. Moreover,
the ORD measurements (see Figure 5.2) exhibit drastic growth of the optic
rotation in the IsoSm* phase towards shorter wavelengths, in contrast to the
proper isotropic melt of the same polymer above the transition point, sug-
gesting some helix-like superstructural ordering in the mesophase with a
pitch below 300 nm.62 That hypothesis was further supported with CD,
dielectric spectroscopy, and UV-vis spectroscopy data.63,64 The critical impor-
tance of chirality for the formation of the IsoSm* phase is also confirmed by
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the fact that the racemic isomer, P8±M, forms only in the conventional Sm A
phase.62 On the other hand, the absence of a pyroelectric effect and sponta-
neous polarization in the chiral polymer excludes completely any tilted 
smectic structure.

At the same time, to our surprise, P8*M appears visually transparent and
nonbirefringent, both in bulk samples and in thin films. This is illustrated by
Figure 5.3, where the spot of chiral polymer can hardly be recognized
between two glasses in contrast to its racemic isomer, P8±M. We should stress
here that it is impossible to induce any birefringence in P8*M using shear
flow, electric field up to 15 V/µm, or magnetic field up to 2.5 T.

P8*M is not the only polymer forming the isotropic smectic phase. To
date, we have observed formation of that phase for a half-dozen chiral poly-
methacrylates and polysiloxanes. Table 5.1 summarizes the chemical struc-
ture and phase behavior of synthesized side-chain homopolymers, which
carry chirally substituted side chains derived from asymmetric esters of
terephthalic acid and hydroquinone. Such a structure with alternating orien-
tation of carboxylic link groups seems to favour the formation of the IsoSm*
phase, whereas isomeric derivatives of p-hydroxybenzoic acid, where all 
carboxylic links have the same orientation, form only conventional Sm A and
Sm C* phases.65 Molar mass of all the synthesized homo- and
copoly(meth)acrylates is within the range of 1 to 2·105 g·mol–1; the polysilox-
anes have the average degree of polymerization, p ~ 35.

It is worth noticing that the combination of properties of the IsoSm*
phase can hardly be explained in terms of known LC phases. The ultrashort
pitch TGB-like structure suggested in reference 64 still remains the only struc-
tural model that can explain the observed lack of birefringence in the IsoSm*
phase.

The twist grain boundary (TGB) phases predicted by Renn and
Lubensky66,67 have been intensively studied in the few last years.68–71 The 
general structure of the TGB phase is shown schematically in Figure 5.4.
Because the elasticity of the Sm A phase does not allow continuous helical
twisting, the chiral superstructure is realized in a stepwise manner: Small
smectic grains rotate around a helical axis, while screw dislocations build the
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grain boundaries. Within the model, which we suggest for the particular case
of the isotropic smectic phase, the small Sm A grains are ~10 nm in diameter,
and the helical domains are about 250 to 300 nm long.64 Thus, all the 
structural elements are smaller in dimension than the visible light wavelength,
and the mesophase appears visually as optically isotropic, in contrast to
known TGB A* phases.72 In the near-UV range, the selective reflection from
the TGB lattice cannot be observed, because of the strong absorption of
phenyl benzoate groups. The phase still keeps the smectic ordering at the
molecular dimensions.

1515. CHIRAL POLYMERS WITH PHOTOAFFECTED PHASE BEHAVIOR FOR OPTICAL DATA STORAGE

TABLE 5.1 Chiral Homopolymers with Side Chains Based on Asymmetric
Esters of Terephthalic Acid and Hydroquinone

Polymer# Main chain Side-chain structure n Phase transitions†

P5*A Acrylate Sm F* 77 Sm C* 97 Iso
P5*M Methacrylate gl 40 Sm C* 74 Sm A 85 Iso

P4*A Acrylate 2 Sm B 50 Sm C* 88 Iso
P4*M Methacrylate 2 gl 40 Sm C* 78 Iso
P6*M Methacrylate 4 gl 30 IsoSm* 53 Iso
P6*ST Siloxane 4 Sm B 33 Sm C* 51 Iso‡
P7*M Methacrylate 5 gl 30 IsoSm* 57 Iso
P7*ST Siloxane 5 gl 18 IsoSm* 54 Iso
P8*A Acrylate 6 Sm B 55 Sm A 61 Iso
P8*M Methacrylate 6 gl 30 IsoSm* 64 Iso
P8*ST Siloxane 6 gl 25 IsoSm* 61 Iso

P**S Siloxane 6 gl 24 IsoSm* 47 Iso (metastable)
or gl 24 Sm C* 43 Sm A 47 Iso 
(equilibrium)

PL4*A Acrylate 4 gl 10 Iso
PL4*M Methacrylate 4 gl 15 Iso
PL4*S Siloxane 4 gl 10 Iso
PL6*S Siloxane 6 gl 15 Iso

#The number in the polymer abbreviations corresponds to the total number of carbon atoms in
the chiral terminal group, P stands for polymer, and the last letter relates to the type of polymer
main chain. †In heating, ‡For the sample annealed 24 h at 20°C.
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We should state that our suggested model is not completely justified yet,
but it remains the only one that can explain the whole ensemble of properties
observed for the isotropic smectic phase of P8*M and related polymers.
Keeping that in mind, we will refer hereafter to the mesophase as the IsoSm*
phase, which most probably has the ultrashort pitch TGB A* structure.

5.3 PHOTOINDUCED BIREFRINGENCE IN PHOTOCHROMIC ISOSM* COPOLYMERS

Because of the combination of short-scale smectic ordering, transparency, 
and optical isotropy, the IsoSm* phase is promising for numerous optical and
photo-optical applications. We therefore prepared three series of copoly-
methacrylates combining the monomer matrix of P8*M with dichroic
comonomers based on different azobenzene dyes, namely p-cyanoazobenzene
(SK series), p-mehoxyazobenzene (KW series), and p-trifluoromethoxy-
azobenzene (KM series).73,74 Figure 5.5 presents the chemical stuctures of the
comonomer units and the corresponding range of compositions, where the
formation of the IsoSm* phase is observed. The copolymers are referred to as
SKn, KWn, and KMn, respectively, where n is the concentration of azo dye
comonomer, mol. %. For all three copolymer series, the corresponding phase
diagram can be divided in three sections. At lower n values, the copolymers
form an equilibrium IsoSm* phase, whereas at higher dye concentration they
form a conventional Sm A phase. The intermediate range of concentrations
corresponds to the metastable formation of the IsoSm* phase, which is
formed at fast cooling (≥ 15 K/min), whereas slow cooling results in forma-
tion of an Sm A phase. Thus, a copolymer can appear at ambient temperature
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either as high-transparent, optically isotropic IsoSm* glass, or as turbid, 
scattering, and birefringent Sm A glass, depending on sample prehistory. We
should underline here that particularly in that intermediate range of copoly-
mer proportions, the phase transformations can be controlled by light illumi-
nation during cooling, thus allowing the LCPT recording (see Section 5.6).

As seen from Figure 5.5, the chiral dye copolymers form the IsoSm*
phase in a broad range of compositions. The phase appears orange in colour
but transparent, amorphous, and elastic (Figure 5.6A), in contrast to the tur-
bid, birefringent, and fragile polydomain texture of Sm A copolymers with a
higher proportion of dye moieties. At the same time, the AFM profile of a
free surface of a photochromic IsoSm* copolymer75 shows a grain texture
with the periodicity of 250 nm (Figure 5.6B), thus giving more evidence for
the suggested short-pitch TGB structure of the mesophase.

It should be noted that the Iso → IsoSm* phase transition on cooling is
thermodynamically controlled for the former two series but kinetically con-
trolled for the KM series.74 As an example, Figure 5.7A presents DSC data
from KM11. As seen from the figure, the second DSC scan from the polymer
sample shows no transition peaks, but glass transition inflexion only; the
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FIG. 5.6 (A) Optical appearance of an azo dye IsoSm* film (KW11); (B) surface relief of an azo dye
IsoSm* copolymer (KW40, cast film).
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transition peak can, however, be recovered with sample annealing. The corre-
sponding growth in the transition temperatures and enthalpies with annealing
time is shown in Figure 5.7B. It is clearly seen that the transition is completed
within about one day.

The copolymers manifest three characteristic spectral bands in UV-vis
absorption spectra (see Figure 5.8A): Band M at about 240 nm corresponds
to the absorption of mesogenic phenyl benzoate groups; band T at about 330
to 370 nm (for different copolymer series, see Figure 5.8B) relates to the π-π*
transition in the trans-isomer of the azo chromophore; and less developed
band C at 440 to 460 nm to the n-π* transition.76–78 We should comment
here that for individual molecules, band C is allowed only for the bent cis-
isomers, the number of which is very small under ambient conditions. On the
other hand, the selection rule might be cancelled by the interaction of the
chromophores with the surrounding medium, and the elongated trans-iso-
mers might be allowed to participate in the band C absorption. Our study
shows, for instance, that for SK8, the n-π*oscillator strength of a cis-isomer
(allowed by symmetry) in a thin film is only two times higher than that of the
trans-isomer (forbidden in the simplest model).77

Furthermore, the copolymers show pronounced photochromism, similar
to other azobenzene derivatives: UV irradiation transforms most of the
azobenzene units from the trans-isomer to the cis-isomer, so that the band T
disappears but the band C increases considerably (see Figure 5.9A), wheres
the backward isomerization occurs thermally in darkness but can be acceler-
ated by yellow light irradiation (see Figure 5.9B). Once again, we should note
that a strong illumination by green light (within the band C) can result in the
trans-cis transformation because of the n-π* transition, as considered in the
previous paragraph. The process is not as efficient as the π-π* transition
under UV irradiation but, nevertheless, it shifts slightly the equilibrium ratio
between the isomers in favour of cis-isomers.

We should underline here one peculiarity of the chiral photochromic
copolymers under discussion: The cis-isomers have an extremely long lifetime
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as compared with other photochromic materials based on azobenzene deriva-
tives, including low molar mass chiral dyes and achiral LC polymers (see
Table 5.2). This opens up the possibility of preparing thin polymer films
(both cast and spin-coated) in their cis-form, from UV-irradiated solutions.
After evaporation of the solvent, the films keep the acquired cis-form for
hours and can be further used for photorecording purposes.77

As mentioned in Section 5.1, the reorientation of azobenzene photo-
chromic moieties under illumination with polarized light and the birefringence
that is induced from it are well known and covered in many publications.
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TABLE 5.2 Lifetime of cis-Forms for Various Azobenzene Derivatives

Azo-dye compound Temperature, °C Relaxation time, � Reference

Chiral low molar mass dye

25 ~ 3 min 79

Achiral LC polymer

50 ~ 2. 5 min 52

Chiral LC copolymer
SK8 20 2.5 h 76, 77
KW40 20 10 h 76, 78, 80
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The value of the photoinduced birefringence, ∆nind, the kinetics of its growth
under illumination, and its stability thereafter depend on many factors,
including the chemical structure of the azobenzene dye and of the polymer
matrix, light intensity, wavelength, temperature, film thickness, etc. As an
example, Figure 5.10A presents the growth of the ∆nind values with illumina-
tion time in a 19 µm thick pressed film of KW40.81

The plot presented in Figure 5.10B gives evidence that polarized UV
light, in contrast to visible light, induces birefringence in azo dye copolymer
films only at the initial step of the irradiation, whereas further illumination
results in disappearance of the phase retardation. This effect can be explained
by the complete and reversible reorientation of both chromophores and
mesogenic units along the light wave vector, as discussed by Han et al.78,82

The effect of illumination wavelength (within the visible range) on the
photoinduced birefringence is shown in more detail in Figure 5.11. As seen 
in the figure, when cutting off the wavelength range below λ ~ 500 nm, one
cannot induce any further birefringence. On the other hand, the blue-violet
light (λ < 420 nm) seems to have a negligible effect on the ∆n value (see
Figure 5.11B). We can conclude, therefore, that the irradiation within absorp-
tion band C (Figure 5.8) is responsible for the long-term photoinduced bire-
fringence, as shown in Figure 5.10A.

The dependence of photoinduced birefringence on light intensity, as pre-
sented in Figure 5.12, shows saturation at 150 to 200 mW/cm2. It should be
noted, however, that the ∆nind values saturate versus the irradiation power
but not versus the illumination time (Figure 5.10A).

Of considerable importance is also the fact that nonpolarized UV irradia-
tion can erase completely the previously induced birefringence, newly writing
another pattern. As seen in Figure 5.13, irradiation of a UV-treated copoly-
mer film by p-polarized visible light results in a negative phase delay, a 
subsequent irradiation with nonpolarized UV light eliminates birefringence,
and subsequent irradiation by s-polarized visible light induces positive 
birefringence.

When comparing the data of Figure 5.13 with those from Figure 5.10A
for the same film thickness (curve 2), it is clearly seen that the preliminary
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FIG. 5.10 (A) Evolution of the birefringence, ∆nind, induced by polarized blue-green light
(400 < λ < 500 nm) in a 19- µm-thick KW40 film; (B) the same, in a 3-µm-thick film, induced by UV
light (initial birefringence of the film induced by preliminary illumination with polarized blue-green light).
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irradiation with nonpolarized UV light increases drastically the birefringence
induced by polarized visible light: ∆nind≈±0.045 for the illuminated film 
versus ∆nind≈±0.001 for that reached without UV treatment. This gives rise to
the possibility of amplifying the sensitivity of the material to visible light by
previous exposure to UV light. To some extent, the phenomenon is similar to
the “nonvolatile holographic storage effect” observed recently in a doubly
doped inorganic ferroelectric.83 Our data show, however, that the UV sensibi-
lization is much more pronounced for the copolymers of the KW series78–80,84

than for the SK and KM series.77,81 That can be explained by the stronger
electron-accepting substituents at the tail of the azobenzene chromophores
for the latter two series, –CN for SK copolymers and –OCF3 for KM copoly-
mers as compared with –OCH3 for KW copolymers, which lead to reduced
stability and shorter lifetimes for the cis-isomers, as reported by Ikeda 
et al.50–52

There is one more possibility for substantially increasing the stability of
photoinduced birefringence in chiral LC copolymers. If the light-induced
reorientation of photochromic azo groups occurs not in a well-formed
(mature) mesophase, but during phase formation, it is less restricted by main-
chain conformation, so that higher ∆n values can be achieved. Moreover, 
corresponding structural reorganization should involve the polymer main
chain itself. As a result, its conformation “memorizes” the preferred orienta-
tion of chromophores and the thereby-induced cooperative reorientation of
colorless mesogenic moieties in glass, and the copolymer film keeps the
macroscopic orientation for much longer times.85

Table 5.3 compares ∆n values recorded in a 22-µm film of KW19 after
20 min of irradiation with polarized white light from a polarizing microscope
for isothermal recording at 26°C and recording during sample cooling from
66 to 26°C. It is clearly seen that the thermally assisted recording is twice as
efficient and much more stable. To illustrate the stability of such an “imprinted”
birefringence (i.e., photoinduced during film cooling), Figure 5.14 presents a
2.5-year-old birefringent spot, induced in the copolymer film during micro-
scopic observations.

The kinetically determined Iso–TGB A* phase transition in copolymers
of the KM series (shown in Figure 5.7) allows also for isothermal nonequilib-
rium photorecording in the copolymers. Figure 5.15 shows the evolution of
photoinduced birefringence in a film just cooled from 100°C, where the
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TABLE 5.3 Comparison of the Isothermally Recorded and “Imprinted”
Birefringence in Dye Copolymer Film (KW19, 22-µm Film)

Birefringence, �n Isothermal recording Thermally assisted recording
(20 min at 26°C) (20 min as cooledfrom 66°C to 26°C)

Immediately after 0.0008 0.0020
the recording
18 h later 0.0003 0.0019
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mesophase is still being formed with time, as compared with the birefringence
induced under the same conditions in a film kept for 24 h at ambient temper-
ature, where the short-pitch TGB A* phase is already organized completely.
As seen from the figure, the illumination during the mesophase formation
results in ∆nind values that are three times higher.

We should emphasize that by using thick but still transparent IsoSm*
films, we can obtain huge phase delay even for moderate ∆nind values. For
instance, the maximum value of the photoinduced birefringence shown in
Figure 5.15 (curve 1) was measured for a 24-µm-thick film and corresponds
to the phase delay value ∆Φ = –245°, i.e., close to the three-quarter-wave
plate.

To summarize, photochromic chiral IsoSm* copolymers are capable of
photoreorientation under illumination with polarized light. If irradiated 
within the UV wavelength range (band T), the ∆nind value achieves maximum
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FIG. 5.14 Microphotograph of a 2.5-year-old photorecorded birefringent spot (left) in ~20-µm-
thick film of SK8.
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FIG. 5.15 Growth of the photoinduced birefringence in (1) just-cooled and (2) 1-day-old copoly-
mer films (KM25, 23 µm) under light illumination (nonfiltered white light, 0.3 W/cm2).
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within 1 to 2 minutes but disappears if the irradiation is continued further.
On the other hand, the birefringence induced by blue-green light (band C)
shows no saturation, due to repeated cis-trans-cis transformations. The sensi-
tivity of films to visible light can be substantially increased by preillumination
with nonpolarized UV light. Photorecording during the phase formation (on
cooling, or also during the kinetically determined isothermal mesophase for-
mation for copolymers of the KM series) results in much higher Dnind values
as compared with photorecording in a completely organized mesophase.

The combination of these features presents photochromic IsoSm* films 
as interesting and diverse media for optical data storage. In Section 5.4, 
we consider holographic grating recording in copolymer films and related
(combined) photorecording techniques.

5.4 HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING RECORDING

Optical holography provides unique opportunities for information storage and
visualization. To date, most investigations have focused on doped inorganic
crystals,86 the polymer organic materials attract more and more attention as
holographic media, however, because of easy processing and “custom-tailored”
adjustment of properties with well-developed polymer technology techniques.
Among those, amorphous and liquid crystalline azobenzene side-chain poly-
mers9–42 are distinguished for high diffraction efficiency, easy erasing/
rewriting of recorded data, and reasonably short response time.

Generally, there are three mechanisms for writing holograms in azo-dye
polymers: (1) (rotational) molecular reorientation; (2) redistribution of cis-
and trans-isomer population; and (3) formation of surface relief grating.56,87

The first two mechanisms represent bulk effects, and the latter is related to
the surface. The contribution of these mechanisms into the total diffraction
efficiency depends on many parameters, including the extinction coefficient at
a particular wavelength of a laser beam, the quantum yield of the photo-
chemical isomerization, the temperature-dependent relaxation time of the cis-
isomers, the angular diffusion, or even the film confinement conditions. To
elucidate the mechanism of photorecording, and to optimize the conditions
for readout of recorded data, different polarization geometries of the interfer-
ing pump beams can be chosen.84,87

Holographic grating recording in the chiral photochromic copolymers of
the SK-, KW-, and KM-series has been studied for several polarization
configurations. Figure 5.16A shows the experimental setup for the grating
recording, and the light-field interference patterns for s,s-, p,p-, s,p-, and R,L-
configurations of laser beams are presented in Figure 5.16B. Here, s- and p-
polarizations correspond to linear polarization with the electric vector of the
incident beam perpendicular and parallel to the plane of light incidence,
whereas the R- and L-polarizations correspond to right- and left-handed 
circularly polarized light. The experimental scheme of Figure 5.16A allows
for all four types of recording with the proper choice of waveplates, WP.
Some examples of holographic gratings recorded in an IsoSm* copolymer
film are shown in Figure 5.17.
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The quality of holographic grating is estimated by the efficiency of the
probe beam scattering from the grating, calculated as the ratio of light inten-
sities for the first diffraction order and for the incident beam, � = I1/I0. The
He-Ne laser source is usually selected for the probe beam, because it is inac-
tive in the photochemical processes involved. The � value depends substan-
tially on the wavelength and intensity of the recording beam, the recording
time, and the prehistory of the sample.

It has been shown that the scattering efficiency of the grating recorded in
a 23 µm thick virgin film of SK8 grows linearly with the exposure time at
constant beam power but falls drastically with the wavelength of the record-
ing beam.77 In contrast, the � value shows a superlinear growth upon
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FIG. 5.16 (A) Experimental setup for holographic grating recording; (B) schematic representation of
electric field patterns on a vertically installed sample.
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FIG. 5.17 Microphotographs of an (A) s,s-grating and a (B) s,p-grating from SK8 (22-µm pressed
film) in crossed polarizers.
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increase in the beam intensity, for a fixed exposure time, as shown in Figure
5.18. The superlinearity is especially pronounced at higher writing powers.
The data presented in the figure show unambiguously that in the cases of
both s,s- and p,p-gratings, the diffraction efficiency of the probe beam is
higher for polarization coinciding with that of the writing beams. On first
sight this looks strange because, in uniaxially symmetric materials, the differ-
ence n� – niso is always larger than n⊥ – niso (niso, n�, and n⊥ are refraction
indices for the nonoriented phase, and parallel and perpendicular to the
director, respectively), and if the chromophores are deviated outwards of the
light electric vector into the perpendicular position, the difference δn between
illuminated and dark parts would be greater for the perpendicular polariza-
tion. However, a more precise analysis of a simple three-dimensional model88

shows that what we observe here is a typical situation when the angular 
distribution of chromophores in darkness is close to isotropic (the case of the
chiral optically isotropic TGB A* phase, IsoSm*).

At the same time, only low-contrast s,s- and p,p-gratings could be written
at λ = 514 nm in a virgin 3-µm-thick film of another copolymer, KW40, using
a power of the output Ar laser beam as high as 25 W/cm2 (writing time
tw=2s).78 However, as was mentioned in Section 5.3, pretreatment with un-
polarized UV light increases the proportion of long-living cis-isomers and
amplifies therewith the photo-optical response, the effect being especially 
pronounced for the copolymers of KW series with lower longitudinal dipole
moment of the photochromic groups. Thus, film sensibilization with UV pre-
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treatment (2 mW/cm2 at 300 < λ < 400 nm) gives a 100-fold gain in the expo-
sure for holographic gratings, which can easily be recorded with a power
density of less than 0.5 W/cm2 and tw=1s. An image of such a grating is
shown in Figure 5.19, and Figure 5.20 (left) shows the diffraction efficiency,
�, from the s,s- gratings versus writing time. The maximum diffraction
efficiency is reached within 3s, �max = 0.27%. In contrast to the efficiency
reported previously for SK8 films, the diffraction efficiency is higher for the
orthogonal polarization of the recording and probe beams. This might be
explained by a different mechanism responsible for the modulation of the
birefringence index in the gratings for the two copolymers—namely, enrich-
ment and depletion of the material with cis-isomers should play the key role
for KW40, but the photoinduced reorientation of chromophores, similar to
the mechanism reported for Langmuir-Blodgett films of low molar mass azo
dyes, plays the Key role for SK8.88

As the proportion of cis-isomers relaxes thermally to the equilibrium
state, the enhanced sensitivity of the film to the writing beam degrades 
completely, for about 10 hours at ambient temperature (the lifetime of cis-
isomers). The desensibilization process may be accelerated by additional
exposure of the film to the white light of an incandescent lamp, as shown in
Figure 5.20, right (power density 2 mW/cm2 in the range 450 to 650nm): A
30 min irradiation is sufficient to suppress the sensitivity by converting all cis-
isomers into their trans-counterparts. It is of great importance, nevertheless,
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(A)

(C)

(B)

FIG. 5.19 (A) Image of a holographic grating recorded on a UV-sensibilized KW40 film (grating
period is 38 µm). (B) Image of a mask recorded by unpolarized UV light and developed by polarized vis-
ible light (grating period is 40 µm). (C) Holographic development (grating period is 38 µm) of an image
of mask with grating period 40 µm.
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that a grating, once recorded, remain stable for a much longer time (several
weeks under ambient conditions) even when all the cis-isomers have already
converted into the trans-form. And moreover, under the strong additional
illumination by visible light that eliminates cis-isomers, the grating remains
stable.

The UV-sensibilization of copolymer films also allows the possibility of
writing hidden images as sensibilized patterns in an “inert” (much less sensi-
tive) area by UV illumination through a mask. The film remains visually
isotropic and uniform, but the image can be developed later by illumination
with polarized visible light. As an example, Figure 5.19B presents the pattern
recorded with unpolarized UV light (300 < λ < 400 nm, exposition 10 min,
power density 3.3 mW/cm2) and developed with polarized blue-green light
(400 < λ < 500 nm, power density 5 mW/cm2). Moreover, if the developing
illumination with visible light is not uniform, the resulting image represents
the overlap of recording and developing patterns, as shown in Figure 5.19C.

We should point out that photochromic IsoSm* films are even more 
sensitive to holographic grating recording with circularly polarized light
(R,L-gratings), as compared with s,s-, p,p-, or s,p-gratings recorded with 
linearly polarized light (see Figure 5.16B for the corresponding interference
patterns). The interference of two coherent beams having opposite circular
polarizations creates no intensity modulation, but only a rotation of the 
linear polarization in the interference plane;87 a comprehensive theoretical
consideration is given by Cipparone et al.84 Thus, virgin spin-coated ~0.25-
µm-thick films of KW40 allow for recording a phase grating at a beam power
density as low as 0.5 W/cm2, as compared with the 25 W/cm2 required for a
p,p-grating in the same polymer (without the sensibilization). The gratings
are unstable, however, and degrade within several minutes when recorded
under low beam intensity. As an example, Figure 5.21 illustrates the decay of
diffraction intensity from an R,L-grating recorded in a spin-coated film of
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FIG. 5.20 (A) Diffraction efficiencies, η, of s,s-gratings in the 10 µm thick KW40 film, as read out by
an s- (�) or p- (�) polarized probe beam, versus writing time. (B) Grating diffraction efficiencies, ηp, for
the p-polarized reading beam, as functions of the writing time. After UV irradiation (texp =0), the film
was exposed additionally to the light of an incandescent lamp, and gratings were recorded at different
exposition times, texp, shown at the curves.
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SK5. Two relaxation domains, the fast one with τ1 ~ 101 min and the slow
one with τ2 ~ 103 min, can be recognized in the figure.

On the other hand, images recorded with higher power density or in UV-
sensibilized IsoSm* films (see Figure 5.17 and 5.19) are stable under ambient
conditions for at least months. It is possible to erase them, however. Heating
the polymer to above the phase transition point (~60 to 65°C) and illumina-
tion with unpolarized UV light both erase any recording and make the same
spot ready for new recording (as shown in Figure 5.10B). We made several
such cycles on the same spot without any trace of material degradation. This
is consistent with observations that polymer films with azo compounds can
survive thousands of trans-cis-trans photoisomerisation cycles.89 On the other
hand, a grating may be erased using a single Ar laser beam providing a spa-
tially uniform illumination. An example is shown in Figure 5.22. The grating
in SK8 film was recorded with two beams of initial nonsplit beam power at
15.4 W/cm2 and for tw = 15 s and erased with a single beam of 6.2 W/cm2.
Almost complete erasure was achieved at ~ 50 s.
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FIG. 5.21 Relaxation of the phase grating (SK8; ~ 0.25-µm spin-coated virgin film; writing beam
0.5 W/cm2 at λ = 514 nm for 5 min) after switching off the pump beam.
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written in SK8 (23-µm film), as functions of the “erasing time”.
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We conclude this section with the remark that high-transparent, optically
isotropic, chiral and photosensitive IsoSm* copolymers represent novel and
versatile media for holographic grating recording, allowing UV sensibilization,
recording of both intensity and phase gratings, and holographic development
of hidden sensibilization patterns.

5.5 PHOTOINDUCED ALIGNMENT OF LOW MOLAR MASS LIQUID CRYSTALS

In recent years, many studies have been devoted to the photoinduced align-
ment of nematic liquid crystals by photosensitive polymers. Advantages of
this technique for optoelectronic technology are quite evident in comparison
with such traditional methods as mechanical buffing of an orienting polymer
layer: It is a “clean” technique that may be applied not only to flat substrates,
but also to curved ones or even those not accessible to mechanical contact at
all. In addition, buffing is irreversible, but photoinduced liquid crystal align-
ment may be changed optically. It may also be combined with buffing.

The most popular photoalignment technique is based on photo-crosslink-
ing various poly(vinylcinnamates), PVC.90,91 The initially optically isotropic
PVC layer, which provides a degenerate planar alignment of a nematic liquid
crystal (NLC), becomes optically anisotropic due to a lack of chromophores
in a direction selected by polarized UV light and orients the NLC perpendicu-
lar to the light electric vector. The same alignment occurs when rod-like azo
dyes are reoriented by light action.92 On the other hand, NLC alignment 
parallel to the light electric vector may be achieved using coumarin dye 
layers.93,94 This case is more interesting because, for reasons of symmetry, it is
possible to produce an orientation of nematics with an arbitrary tilt angle
using an oblique incidence of the exciting light. In both cases mentioned in
this paragraph, only two different orientations of a liquid crystal are possible:
degenerate planar (initial), and uniaxial either along or perpendicular to the
light vector.

We tested the azo dye IsoSm* copolymer, KW40, as a photo-orienting
layer for low molar mass nematic liquid crystals MBBA, 5CB, and E7. The
studies were done using hybrid liquid crystal cells made of 1 mm thick ITO
covered glass plates transparent in the range of λ > 350nm. Hybrid cells are
the most convenient cells for anchoring energy determination because, in the
high field limit, the field-induced distortion is easily modelled by the semi-
infinite medium.95 The homeotropic orientation was made using a surfactant
chromium distearyl chloride (chromolane). On the opposite plates, spin-
coated films of KW40 of different thicknesses (100 to 600 nm) were deposited
from a 1 to 2% cyclohexanon solution of the copolymer. The films were 
irradiated by normally incident polarized UV or visible light before filling the
cell with a liquid crystal.

The initial texture of a hybrid cell filled with E7 is seen outside the dark
spot in Figure 5.23. It is a typical texture of a hybrid cell with degenerate 
planar anchoring. Such texture was also observed for MBBA and 5CB. After
strong irradiation with UV light (either polarized or unpolarized; it does not
matter) corresponding to the end of the curve shown in Figure 5.10B, a
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homeotropic texture is observed. If however, the irradiation of the copolymer
film by polarized UV light is stopped in a few seconds (around the maximum
shown in Figure 5.10B), after filling the cell a homogeneous orientation is
observed with the director oriented parallel to the UV light electric vector. It
is seen between crossed polarizers as a dark spot on the bright background of
the degenerate planar texture (see Figure 5.23). There are two types of defects
observed for E7, 5CB, and MBBA. One of them is typical of hybrid cells
without a pretilt angle at the planar interface: Different domains having
opposite splay-bend curvatures are separated by disclination lines. The other
type, similar to long brushes, originates from the considerable solubility of
our copolymer in liquid crystals: Some material is washed out while is being
filled.

Finally, a homogeneous orientation is observed with the director oriented
perpendicular to the light electric vector if the layer was pretreated with
strong UV light and additionally irradiated by s- or p-polarized visible light.
This case corresponds to the plateau regions (either positive or negative) 
visible in Figure 5.13. The textures are similar to those shown in Figure 5.6.

Because the homogeneous orientation with the director oriented parallel
to the light electric vector is the more rare and interesting, the anchoring
energy measurements were carried out for this latter case. Figure 5.24 shows
the experimental optical path difference, R = <∆n>d, as a function of the 
following electric coherence length:

� = � �
1/2

(5.1)

In this equation, εa is the dielectric anisotropy, K = (K11+K33)/2 is an average
splay-bend elastic modulus, and E is the applied electric field. In this presen-
tation, the curve must be linear when the Rapini approximation for the

4�K
�a

1
E
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FIG. 5.23 Microphotograph of a 3.3-mm-diameter spot (dark on the bright background) of NLC E7
oriented with the director along the electric vector of exciting UV light. Hybrid cell, 11.5 µm, the
KW40 layer was irradiated for 7 s with polarized UV light (160 mW/cm2, λ = 300-400 nm) before filling
the cell.
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anchoring energy is used and the flexoelectricity is not taken into account.96

Actually, the curve for a rather large range of ξ seems to be linear (see the
insert in Figure 5.24).

The more careful fitting of the R(ξ) curve to the two-dimensional theoret-
ical model95 is shown by the dotted curve in the insert. All measurements
were made at temperature 29 to 30°C and the following parameters of 
E7 were used for calculations: refraction indices n|| = 1.7238, n⊥ = 1.5185;
dielectric susceptibilities ε|| = 18.6, ε⊥ = 5.1; elastic moduli K11 = 1.04·10–6

dyn, K33 = 1.69·10–6 dyn. The curve corresponds to anchoring energy
W ≈ 1 erg/cm2 and the apparent pretilt angle ϑapp = 7°. For the normal inci-
dence of UV irradiation, the pretilt angle should not appear. In fact, a finite
ϑapp reflects the inhomogeneous (domain) structure with out-of-plane (three-
dimensional) distortion of the hybrid cell. In the main plot, the experimental
and theoretical curves are given in the strong field limit. A remarkable devia-
tion from the simple theory is observed, as was the case with buffed poly-
imide orienting layers.95 This is probably related to some flow phenomena
induced by a strong electric field.

5.6 PHOTOAFFECTED PHASE BEHAVIOUR AND THE LCPT PHOTORECORDING

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the elongated trans-form and the bent,
banana-shaped cis-form of the same azobenzene chromophore differ substan-
tially in molecular dimensions and therefore can reveal quite different phase
behaviour. We have found that, in the case of chiral photochromic copoly-
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FIG. 5.24 Optical path difference, R, versus the coherence length, ξ, for a 23-µm-thick hybrid cell
filled with E7 [homeotropic boundary: chromolane; planar boundary: KW40 irradiated for 3 s by polar-
ized UV light of intensity 160 mW/cm2 (λ = 300 – 400 nm) before filling cell.] Insert : Large scale for ξ,
ξ = 0 – 6 µm. Main plot: Strong field region, ξ = 0 – 1 µm.
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mers under discussion (Figure 5.5), the difference in mesomorphic behavior is
especially pronounced within the intermediate range of copolymer composi-
tions, corresponding to the metastable formation of the IsoSm* phase. In that
range, the unpolarized light illumination can even switch the sequence of
mesophases for the copolymer towards the formation of the IsoSm* phase or
prevent some phase transitions.97 The phenomenon of the light-controlled
phase transitions (the LCPT effect) has been observed to date for at least four
copolymers (the corresponding schemes of phase transformations in darkness
and under light illumination are shown in Figure 5.25). To be specific, for
SK8 and SK16, light illumination forbids the TGB A* → Sm A transition at
29°C on cooling, and for KW40 and KM45, it switches the phase sequence
from Iso → Sm A to Iso → TGB A*. Once the phase is formed and frozen in
glass at ambient temperature, it keeps the acquired structure (either trans-
parent, IsoSm*, or turbid, Sm A) for years with no visible changes. Figure
5.26 illustrates the optical appearance of an LCPT copolymer film cooled
down to room temperature either in darkness or under illumination with 
visible light. As seen from the scan, a turbid, birefringent multidomain Sm A
texture is formed in the shadow area, but the illuminated spot acquires a
transparent, optically isotropic IsoSm* structure (the short-pitch TGB A*
phase).
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FIG. 5.25 Scheme of phase transitions in darkness and under illumination in chiral photochromic
copolymers (A) SK8 and SK16 and (B) KW40 and KM45.

(A) (B)

FIG. 5.26 Polymer film (SK16, ~23 µm) cooled from 70°C to ambient temperature at 0.5 K/min.
The central spot was illuminated by a microscope lamp (nonpolarized), whereas the outside ring was
not illuminated.
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The two phase states of the same copolymer at the same temperature can
be distinguished not only by their optical properties but also by X ray scatter-
ing97 and dielectric relaxation measurements.62 It is also worth noticing that
the phase behavior of the polymers can be switched not only by nonfiltered
white light of low intensity (e.g., from a desk lamp with power density 11
W/cm2 within the wavelength range 350 to 2000 nm), but also selectively by
blue-green light (400 < λ < 500 nm) with power density as low as 0.3 W/cm2.
That wavelength range corresponds to band C in the absorption spectra
(Figure 5.8), and the same light causes the light-induced birefringence (Figure
5.11).

The LCPT effect originates undoubtedly from a change in the proportion
of cis- and trans-isomers of azobenzene chromophores in the polymer film. It
is still not clear, however, which of those isomers is more favorable for the
formation of the IsoSm* structure and which prefers the straight Sm A type
of packing. We found it reasonable to first suggest, that illumination within
the n-π* band suppresses cis-isomers completely and that the TGB A* struc-
ture cannot transform to the Sm A phase under illumination because of the
excess of trans-configured azobenzene fragments, which would possess higher
helical twisting power and “frustrate” the uniform smectic structure. That
suggestion can be supported with our early observations98 that the rod-like
trans-isomer of a chiral low molar mass dye induces higher spontaneous
polarization in the Sm C matrix than the banana-shaped cis-form does. Also,
a ~3-µm-thick SK8 film cast from UV-irradiated solution (the cis-film) evi-
dently forms Sm A phase, in contrast to the mostly trans-film cast from virgin
solution.

On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 5.3, the trans-isomer also
absorbs within band C, especially in the condensed state of the copolymer, so
that illumination with blue-green light creates not a pure trans-film but a new
steady-state proportion of both isomers. Moreover, UV irradiation of the
Sm A film of SK8 has been reported to transform it back to the IsoSm*
phase.77 Therefore, the cis-isomers seem to be preferred for the formation of
the TGB A* phase.

Whatever the explanation, the LCPT effect has been used successfully for
photorecording purposes (a primitive setup for LCPT recording is shown in
Figure 5.27). Actually, if a copolymer film is being cooled slowly from above
the transition point and illuminated simultaneously through a mask, the
Sm A phase forms in a shadow area under the mask. It scatters incident light
strongly and appears white. At the same time, the cooling under illumination
ends up with the short-pitch TGB A* (IsoSm*) phase. In other words, 
the written image is realized as a negative Sm A image on the IsoSm* 
background.

There are, then, three possibilities for reading out the recorded image.
First, the image can be viewed in the scattering mode, if observed in the 
daylight or in standard illumination; it appears then as a white graph on the
colorless background. This is illustrated in Figure 5.28A, where the name of
one of this chapter’s authors is recorded. The image has already been kept for
three years at ambient temperature and shows no visible changes. Second, the
image can be read out in the transmission (dia) mode when looking through
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the copolymer film; and appears then as a dark graph on the transparent
background, as illustrated Figure 5.28B. We should emphasize here that no
polarized light is necessary for either LCPT recording or reading of the
image. Third, if crossed polarizers are used, the image can be read out as a
white graph on the black background.

In contrast to photoinduced birefringence, the mesophase patterns in
Figure 5.28 cannot be erased by light irradiation with UV light or with circu-
larly polarized visible light, and only heating above the transition tempera-
ture erases the pattern. After such a thermal treatment, a new image can be
written in the same film, up to 10 cycles of LCPT recording have been tested
with a 10-µm-thick SK8 film without any loss in image quality.

To summarize, the LCPT effect allows a novel recording technique to be
implemented. The technique is very simple to realize and allows for recording
large-area images using nonpolarized light of low intensity.
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FIG. 5.27 Sketch of the photorecording setup.
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FIG. 5.28 Examples of LCPT-recorded images in a ~ 10-µm-thick SK8 film, observed in (A) the
scattering mode and (B) the transmission mode.
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5.7 CONCLUSIONS

The chiral side chain polymers derived from asymmetric esters of terephthalic
acid and hydroquinone can form (in a broad temperature range, including
ambient temperature) an unusual mesophase (the “isotropic smectic” phase,
IsoSm*) characterized by high transparency and optical isotropy within the
visible wavelength range, combined with a hidden layered smectic ordering
and some elements of helical superstructure at shorter dimensions of 10 to
250 nm. The short-pitch TGB A* model seems to be the most adequate for
the mesophase structure.

If functionalized with an azobenzene chromophore, the resulting copoly-
mers also form the IsoSm* phase in a broad range of compositions. They
show photochromism and photoinduced birefringence typical of azo dye LC
copolymers, but they differ from the latter by their spontaneous formation of
transparent, optically isotropic films, thus allowing for easy production of
thick (up to 30 µm) photoactive layers. On the other hand, as compared with
amorphous azobenzene-containing polymers, our copolymers possess some
hidden liquid-crystalline ordering, which allows “imprinting” of photo-
induced orientation of chromophores into the mesogenic matrix and/or main
chain conformation during phase formation. Such imprinting can occur either
on cooling or isothermally (in the case of kinetically governed transitions) and
results in larger values of photoinduced birefringence and its higher stability.

Birefringence can be induced in optically isotropic photochromic IsoSm*
copolymers by UV illumination and/or by visible light within the blue-green
wavelength range of 400 to 500 nm. The latter is rather stable and shows no
saturation up to several hours of illumination, whereas the birefringence
induced by polarized UV light (300 to 400 nm) within the first few seconds
disappears with further illumination. On the other hand, pretreatment with
UV light increases substantially the sensitivity of the copolymer to the next
photorecording within the blue-green range. Moreover, hidden UV images
can be written by UV irradiation through a mask, and the visible images can
be further developed by polarized uniform visible light.

Generally, photochromic IsoSm* films are considerably more sensitive to
phase grating recording (created, e.g., by two laser beams of opposite circular
polarization) than to intensity grating recording (with linearly polarized
light). The gratings can be stable (for several months) or unstable (disappear-
ing in few minutes) depending on the laser beam intensity, film pretreatment,
and type of grating. Stable gratings can be erased with UV or circular light
irradiation, or by heating the film above the phase transition point.

The most remarkable feature of the reported chiral azo dye copolymers,
however, is the possibility of controling their phase transitions by light illumi-
nation. This capability is observed for the copolymer compositions within the
range of metastable IsoSm* phase formation, and it has been applied for the
novel photorecording technique, LCPT (light-controlled phase transition)
recording. The recording is carried out with unpolarized visible light of low
intensity, and the images are recorded as Sm A scattering patterns on the
IsoSm* background. They can be easily read out with nonpolarized light,
both in the scattering mode and in the transmission (dia) mode.
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